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AS12CLR-FB

AS1200 UNIVERSAL FIT PROTECTIVE FACE SHIELD  
FOR FULL OR FRONT BRIM - HRC 2
12 cal/cm2

UNIVERSAL FIT AS1200FB & AS1200U - Salisbury by 
Honeywell’s NEW revolutionary AS1200FB and AS1200U are weight 
balancing arc flash protection face shield that fit ALL popular full brim 
(AS1200FB) or front brim (AS1200U) hard hats . 

The AS1200FB and AS1200U assembly attaches to the full or front 
brim hard hat with an elastomeric band that secures the bracket 
onto the brim . All parts are dielectric and specifically designed for 
arc flash protection .

The AS1200FB and AS1200U have an ATPV rating of 12 cal/cm2 (NFPA 
70E HRC 2) and utilizes nanotechnology and an anti-fog coating, to 
provide a clearer, more transparent window for improved visibility . 
The face shield unit includes an upper bracket ventilation feature  
that allows a natural air flow through the top of the face shield . 
This reduces fogging of the visor, lowers CO2 levels and improves 
comfort for the user . 

OpTIONAL AccESSORIES
traNspareNt ChiN guarD
The Transparent Chin Guard dramatically increases the user’s 
peripheral view . The enhanced viewing area increases worker 
performance and productivity . The highly-transparent chin guard 
allows improved awareness and greater safety . 

REVOLUTIONARY AS1200FB & AS1200U
7 .5” x 20” Viewing area
Extra light tint
 .06” Thick
Absorbs >99 .9% of harmful UV radiation
Resistant to fogging
Meets current ANSI Z87 .1 and tested to ASTM F2178 specifications
Unique weight balancing design
Optional task light feature
Replaceable window, no tools required
AS1200FB fits all popular full brim hard hats
AS1200U fits all popular front brim hard hats
Ventilated design
Adjustable pivot tension 
Can be easily removed from the hard hat 
One hand operation 
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